Jubilee Campus to Wollaton Hall music walk

Outward -
1: Walk passed car park to main entrance.
2: Turn left onto main road.
3: Follow road round to the left around the roundabout.
4: Cross at pedestrian crossing.
5: Enter Harrow Road and walk along.
6: Enter Wollaton Park through gate.
7: Turn left where paths meet.
8: Turn right where paths meet.
9: Walk up to the steps of Wollaton Hall.
10: Follow alternative path along the wall from Wollaton Hall.
11: Head right where paths meet.
12: Continue straight on path.
13: Exit through gate.
14: Turn left when exiting Wollaton Park.
15: Cross at pedestrian crossing.
16: Enter Charnock Avenue.
17: At end of road turn left through gate into Jubilee Campus.
18: Follow right-hand path through sports field.
19: Turn left down side of the National College for leadership and follow path alongside the lake.

Wollaton Hall (half-way)